Diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin (mechanisms of action and principles for prevention developing of diabetes caused by them)

Alteration and destruction of pancreatic B-cells caused by chemicals are one of numerous causes of developing of diabetes mellitus. Authors demonstrated results of investigation of mechanisms developing of diabetes caused by some of 18 diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin including chemicals formed in human as result of disturbances of metabolism of aminoacids. Authors proposed a few ways for prevention of diabetes developed as result of their action and proposed for possible using of method inhibition of endogene synthesis of diabetogenic metabolites of Tryptophan as more suitable way for prevention developing of diabetes.
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Today there are more than 30 chemicals which are able to induce experimental diabetes mellitus by selective destruction of B-cells. More than 20 of their possess chelat diabetogenic properties. 18 from them belong for derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin.

More than 70 years ago Scott and Fischer were separated insulin from the native pancreas as insulin-Zn complex and supposed that the presence of Zn-ions determined physiological activity of insulin [1]. Interest to this problem was increased after reporting by these authors in 1938 that in pancreas of death diabetic patients total amount of Zn is not more than 50 % in compared with non diabetic men [2]. They found 0,07 mg of Zn per 1 g of pancreas tissue of diabetic patients comparatively with 0,14 mg per 1 g pancreas of healthy persons. Analogical result was obtained by Eisenbrandt and coll. [3]. A large amount of Zn were found in human pancreas of healthy men. In 1942–1943 K.Okamoto discovered in pancreatic B-cells a large amount of Zn [4–12]. It is supposed today the important role of Zn-ions in processes of storage of insulin in B-cells [13]. There are proportional dependence between content of Zn-ions in B-cells and in cytoplasm. Decreasing of content of deposited insulin accompanied by decreasing of Zn-ions in B-cells [12, 14]. It is known that Zn-ions reacted in processes of synthesis as in crystallization of insulin [4]. It was showed that pancreas of mammals-animals, birds and in earth-water animals contained a large amount of Zn-ions.

The amount of Zn is evidently decreased in experimental diabetes induced by any causes [9, 10, 14–16]. Zn-ions are able be accumulated in pancreas tissue. Administration of Zn in organism outside accompanied by increasing of total amount in pancreas in 4–20 times [17]. 0,3 % of Zn administrated in organism was accumulated in pancreas of alloxan diabetic rats comparatively with 2,6 % in healthy animals [18]. H.Kawanishi and K.Okamoto confirmed [19, 20] by electron histochemical microscopy that in B-cells Zn-ions are located in B-granules, a deposited form of insulin and that Zn is concentrated in central part of B-granules, in periphery and partly in cover of granules. Zn-ions contained in cytoplasm of B-cells have the coordinate number (chemical coordinate number) 4 and 6 and interacted with chemicals which formed with Zn-ions chelat salts in which atom of Zn is fixed between a few other atoms [21]. The affinity of Zn-ions to formation of chelats is evidently more high comparatively with other metals of main group.

1. Diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin

In 1947 A.Albert reported that 8-oxyquinolin which usually is not toxic substance, is very toxic for cells in the presence of metals and for the first time of Zn-ions. It was showed that this fact determined by ability of 8-oxyquinolin to form with metals the chelat metal-complexes which are toxic for B-cells [21]. Studying of toxicity of 8-oxyquinolin for B-cells Okamoto K. [7, 20, 22] reported that injection of it to animals accompanied by developing of experimental diabetes. Later it was showed that injection of 18 derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin and of 8-oxyquinaldin accompanied by rapid developing of heavy diabetes in animals [7].
It was noted that all these chemicals have in position 8 of quinolin ring OH group or any other radical contained atom of S or atom of O. Six isomers of 8-oxyquinolin which not contained in position 8 of the active group are not able to form chelat complexes with Zn-ions and not induced experimental diabetes. Experimental diabetes is induced by derivatives: 8-para(toluenesulphonylamino)quinolin /8PBSQ/, 8-para(methansulphonylamino)quinolin /8SPMSQ/, 5-para(acetaminophenylas)-8-oxyquinolin /5A8OX/, 8-hydroxyquinaldin, 5-amino-8-hydroxyquinolin and others (Fig. 1). It was demonstrated by Okamoto K. and Kadota I. that injection of these derivatives result strongly selective necrosis of B-cells and developing of diabetes. Injection of these chemicals in doses of 30–100 mg/kg accompanied by developing within a few days of heavy diabetes with marked degenerative changes in islets [23–28].
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Figure 1. Complex salts of Diabetogenic zincbinding chelat active chemicals with Zn-ions and its diabetogenic doses
It is known that most stable complexes are formed in case if atom of Zn is fixed between 2 atom of N, S and O of molecule of chelator. Later it was reported that only derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin contained in position 8 of quinolin ring of the hydroxyl or other radical contained atoms of S, N or O possess diabetogenic properties. Atom of Zn is fixed between atoms of S and O in position 8 and between atoms of N and O in position 1 or 2.

It was reported, what is more, that extraction of these radicals from position 8 accompanied by complete disapppearing of diabetogenic properties of chelators [29]. Formation of chelats by atoms of O and N of chelator result usually forming of pentagonal or hexagonal rings [21] (Fig. 1). Pentagonal rings are more stable. The most stable are quadrangular complexes with atom of S. It is known that derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin formed quadrangular complexes with atom of S often. Electrons of indivisible pair are displaced from donor-atom of N in position 1 to Zn atom.

On the base of data obtained by A.Albert, G.Zentmyer supposed that toxic effect of 8-oxyquinolin is determined by its ability to bind and eliminate ions of metal from B-cells [30]. But later this hypothesis was not confirmed: it was showed that long time prolonged elimination of Zn ions from B-cells result any effect on the state of histostructure and function of B-cells [31]. Finally, S.Rubbo and A.Albert established that toxic effect of 8-oxyquinolin determined by its ability to form in cells toxic complexes with metals [32] that many times was confirmed later. It was showed that presence of chelat a short time in cytoplasms of B-cells accompanied by aleration of cells. In experiences with using derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin — a various isomers of the azaoxyquinolin (azaoxyn) — it was demonstrated dependence: most toxic are isomers formed chelats 1:1 with metal and with logarithm of constant of stability as 7.6 and more high, until 9.4. Meanwhile toxicity of chelats of other isomers of azaoxyn with constant of stability 5.8–6.7 was clearly more less [21]. It was showed that very toxic chelats of derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin with Zn-ions have a more high logarithm of constant of stability as 8.5. Weitzel G. and coll. showed that complex 1:1 contained 1 molecule of 8-oxyquinolin and 1 atom of ion of Zn is most toxic for cells [33].

Stability of formed complexes 2:1 is depended not only of affinity of chelator to metal but in added — of 2 properties of chelator and metal: 1) presence of additional radicals in para-positions molecule of chelator, especialy — in zones contacted with part of molecule, reacted with ions of metal conduce to forming of the steric effect; as result, two molecules of the chelator are not able to approach for to put atom of metal in stable ring; 2) size of diameter of atom; in case if atom of metal have a small diameter, ring may be not formed; atom of Zn have radius as 0,74 nm between Berillium (0,31 nm) and Rubidium (1,49 nm). A high stability of the complex Zn-Dithizon is determined by stretch form of molecule of Dithizon and by location of 2 phenol rings on the 2 ends of molecule. That is why atom of N and S are easy approach to atom of Zn. More over, atom of Zn is fixed between atoms of N and S. Meanwhile it is known that affinity of Zn to N and S is more high comparatively with affinity of Zn to O. In added, complex is formed by two molecule of Dithizon each of two have a great number of double couplings.

Mechanisms of diabetogenic action of derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin and Dithizon were investigated since 1967. For the first it was showed that injection of diabetogenic doses of derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin (D8OX) 1–2 min past injection accompanied by complete binding of all amount of Zn-ions in cytoplasm of B-cells. 1.5–2 h later this complex is dissociated and same amount of Zn-ions in B-cells is reveal as before injection [14, 34–36].

Stability of complexes 1:1 formed by derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin is determined by: 1) great number of double coupling in molecule of chelator; 2) forming of quadrangular ring; 3) derivatives of 8-aren-sulphonylaminouquinoline formed chelat-complex by aid of atom of S. More high stability of the complex Zn-Xanturenic Acid is determined by additional fixation of the atom of Zn between 2 atom of O.

Later it was showed that 8PTSQ, a derivative of 8-oxyquinolin, formed with Zn ions toxic chelats which in UV-light have specific intensive green fluorescence. This fact was used for elaboration of high specific and very high sensitive fluorescent method of revealing of Zn ions [13, 37, 38].

This amount of Zn is able to form a new chelat-complexes with new portion of diabetogenic substance again. Extraction of complexes Zn-D8OX from B-cells by CHCl₃ or by CCl₄ result completely negative fluorescent reaction for Zn-ions in B-cells. This complex dissociated within 1–2 h and Zn-ions are able again to react with chelator [14, 35].

2. On the mechanisms of Diabetogenic activity of chelat active substances

In 1949 K.Okamoto first induced experimental diabetes by injection of Dithizon [39]. Dithizon are able to form red chelat complexes with 18 metals; Zn-ions only contained in pancreatic B-cells of some animals
and human. Dithizon possesses very high affinity to Zn-ions and rapidly reacted with forming complex DZ-Zn 2:1. Dithizon is not synthesized in organism as of animals as human. Later Maske [40] proposed vital method of colour detection of Zn-ions in B-cells based on ability of Dithizon to form purple granules of Zn-dithizonat past injection of Dithizon solution. It was noted that diabetes induced by DZ accompanied by formation of red granules of chelat Zn-DZ in B-cells. Diabetes never developed in case if red granules are not formed in cytoplasm of B-cells. By aid of this method Zn-ions were discovered in islets of rabbits, human, rats, pigs, mice, dogs, horses, pigeons, frogs, some sorts of fish and other animals, excluding guinea pig only which not contained Zn in B-cells [22, 41–47]. As it was showed later Dithizon not formed red granules in B-cells of guinea pig and diabetes in this case not developed [34]. Later it was confirmed by spectral analysis that spectrum of absorbance of purple granules formed in B-cells past injection of Dithizon exactly correspond to spectrum of absorbance of pure synthetic Zn-DZ chelat [34].

K. Okamoto supposed that diabetogenic action of Dithizon determined by its ability to form in B-cells of chelat complexes with Zn-ions. He concluded finally: the binding of Zn-ions in B-cells by DZ is main cause of developing of diabetes. This suggestion was confirmed many times later. For the first it was confirmed that diabetes developed past injection of DZ in case if purple granules of Zn-DZ is formed in cytoplasm of B-cells only. Meanwhile according conception of Okamoto K. is not possible to understand what are mechanisms of diabetogenic action of Dithizon on B-cells as of chelator.

There are important question: does this complex Zn-DZ is eliminated from B-cells or this complex is dissociated in B-cells and Zn-ions are preserved in islets and are able to interact again with DZ?

It was established that 30 min past injection the total amount of red granules of Zn-DZ in cytoplasm of B-cells is evidently decreased and 1 h past injection (mices) and 1,5–2 h (rabbits) red granules disappeared completely from islets. In opposite, parallelly at the same time the amount of free Zn-ions in B-cells is increased and 1,5–2 h past injection concentration of Zn-ions in cytoplasm of B-cells is same as before injection of Dithizon [34, 35]. Meanwhile it was showed that injection of diabetogenic dose of Dithizon result a complete binding of all amount of Zn-ions contained in B-cells; past extraction from cytoplasm of B-cells of all amount of complex DZ-Zn by CHCl₃ free Zn-ions were not revealed in cytoplasm of B-cells by absolutely and high specific for Zn-ions fluorescent method. However, 1–1,5 h later concentration of free Zn-ions in cytoplasm of B-cells was maximally high as before injection of Dithizon. Meanwhile it was not possible to have same result in case if Zn-ions were eliminated from cytoplasm of B-cells.

Thus, it was confirmed that injection of Dithizon accompanied by forming of chelat Zn-DZ in cytoplasm of B-cells, which is dissociated in cells within 1–2 h past injection of chelator and free Zn-ions are able to form chelat complexes again with chelator in cytoplasm of B-cells.

Later it was showed that in animals at +36 ºC without circulation of blood dissociation of complex DZ-Zn is markedly delayed: 3 h past injection of Dithizon 50–60 % of granules contained in cytoplasm of B-cells are not dissociated yet [34, 35].

However later it was supposed that injection of chelator result binding of Zn-ions in Zn-contained enzymes that result inactivation of enzymes and as final — disturbances of metabolism in cells and developing of histological changes. But this conception was not confirmed later. It is known that metal-contained enzymes usually fixed strongly atom of metal in structure of molecule enzyme and chelators are not able to form chelat-metal complexes. According other conception, complete elimination of Zn-ions from B-cells protect cells of formation of toxic complexes Zn-diabeticogenic chelator but in this same time result disturbances of processes of synthesis and storage of insulin in B-cells. But this hypothesis was not confirmed too, because it was showed, that complete binding of Zn-ions in B-cells by Zn-diabeticogenic chelator not accompanied by elimination of complex. As it was evidently established, this complex is dissociated in cytoplasm of B-cells within 1–2 h and Zn-ions are not eliminated from cytoplasm of B-cells.

In opposite, it was showed, that complete elimination of Zn-ions from cytoplasm of B-cells by Glibenclamide not accompanied by changes of structure and function of B-cells [48]. Injection of Dithizon to animals pretreated by Glibenclamide not accompanied by forming of complex Zn-DZ in cytoplasm of B-cells and diabetes is not developed.

As is known, Zn-ions contained in rethina of eye and injection of DZ to rabbit accompanied by forming of chelat-complex Zn-DZ in retina which result blindness [21, 45]. Meanwhile, displacing of Dithizon from complex Zn-DZ by non-diabeticogenic chelators within first 5 min. past forming of complex accompanied by prevention developing of diabetes in 95 % of animals [48] whereas analogical displacing of Dithizon 15–20 min past forming of complex Zn-DZ result developing of diabetes in 95–97 % of animals and diabetes was prevented in 3–5 % animals only.
2.1. Investigation of toxic action of complex «Zn-chelat active metal» on histostructure and ultrastructures of pancreatic islets

It was showed that first changes in cytoplasm of B-cells appeared 5 min past injection of DZ as small zones of destruction of cytoplasm. More detail analysis by aid of transmission electron microscopy showed that process of destruction of B-cells started by destruction of B-granules [49] (Fig. 2.7, 2.8).

For the first, the 2–4 B-granules are destructed with forming of small zones of destruction of cytoplasm of B-cells [7, 49, 50], not more than 3–5 % of total surface of section of B-cells. 15–20 min later the sizes of these zones rapidly increased until 30–40 % of surface of B-cells and 1–2 h past injection almost all cell’s matrix, 80–90 % of section’s surface, is destroyed completely [7, 49, 50]. We showed that these changes are
not visible on light microscopy but very well discovered by transmission electron microscopy. Destructive histological changes developed a few days later — are secondary changes as result of not visible destroying of B-cells within first 15–20 min past forming of chelat complex in cytoplasm of B-cells.

Thus, it was concluded that destruction of B-cells past injection of chelators is determined by destructive action of red complex Zn-DZ on structures, for the first — B-granules, of B-cells within first 15–20 min. past forming of complex in cytoplasm of B-cells (Fig. 2, 3).

Using of transmission electron microscopy method we showed that 2 h past injection of Dithizon a strongly marked destruction of B-cells was developed: total devastation of cytoplasm of cell’s matrix, destruction of mitochondria, endoplasmatic reticulum and B-granules were discovered in the most parts of cells with remained matrix [49, 50]. Same results were obtained 1 h past injection. Meanwhile, 15 min past injec-
tion in the contrary to 2 h cell’s matrix was remained on 60–70 % of B-cell’s surface but 30–40 % appeared as zone free of matrix or zone of complete destruction of ultrastructures of B-cells [49]. Minimal alterations were revealed 5 min past injection: sometimes a few destructed B-granules formed very small zones of de-
struction of cells. Detail analysis showed that process of destruction of B-cells was begun by destruction of B-granules and forming of zones of destruction of cytoplasm [49]. Investigation of state of ultrastructure of B-cells 5 min past injection have important role for revealing first initial changes in B-cells which are im-
portant for understanding mechanisms of diabetogenic action of substance. Then it was confirmed that start destruction of B-cells by destruction of B-granules is determined by forming toxic chelat complexes of diabetogenic chelat chemical with Zn-ions located in B-granules. From the granules process of destruction is spread on other parts of cells. Meanwhile, it is reason to note, that in B-granules is locaited all amount of Zn-ions contained in B-cells.

3. Diabetes induced by Xanturenic Acid, a abnormal metabolit of Tryptophan

L.Musajo in 1935 reported about fact of synthesis of Xanturenic Acid (XA). This substance was sepa-
rated from the urine of experimental animals and confirmed as 4,8-dihydroxyquinolin-2-carboxylic acid [50],
C_{10}H_{7}NO_{4}.

S.Lepkovsky and coll. interested by this substance [51]. There are intensification of synthesis of XA in organism when abundance of fat acids was accumulated in organism in combination with vitamin B6 defi-
ciency. These changes were accompanied by developing of symptoms of diabetes [52–57].

XA is product of disturbance of tryptophan metabolism. Usually tryptophan is metabolised by serotonin or kynurenine metabolic ways which completed by forming of 5-oxyindolacetic acid and NADF correspondly. The deficiency of Pyridoxal-5-Phosphate (P-5-P) induced by deficiency of vitamin B6 result inhibition of 5-oxytryptophandecarboxylase and kynureninase which result inhibition of both metabolic ways. As result 4 substances are formed: XA and 8-oxyquinaldine from 3-oxynurenine and kynurenic acid and oxoxynurenic acid from kynurenine (Fig. 4). Meanwhile it was showed that vitamin B6 (Pyridoxin) poss-
sees ability to inhibit endogene synthesis of the XA [58–62].

The synthesis of XA determined by main enzymes kynureninaminotransferase (KAT) and oxytrypto-
phantecarboxylase (OTD) with co-enzym as P-5-P [60, 63]. XA is formed from the 3-oxynurenine by ac-
tion of KAT. The deficiency of P-5-P result inhibition of synthesis of serotonin and, in the contrary, synthe-
sis of XA and kynurenine are increased [32, 51]. But here we have contradiction: why deficiency of P-5-P accompanied by inhibition of serotonin way and by stimulation synthesis of XA? On the one hand this is de-
termined by fact that pyridoxal enzymes reacted differently for the P-5-P deficiency: activity of kynureninase decreased for 83 % and of KAT — for 42 % only [64]. On the other hand as it was established, KAT are lo-
calized as in mitochondries as in soluble part of cells while kynureninase — in soluble part of cells only. De-
ficiency of P-5-P accompanied by decreasing of content of both enzymes in soluble part of cells and content of KAT-mitochondrial not decreased [65]. This is because elimination of XA with urine is increased. For first time increasing of elimination of XA was discovered in urine of rats contained on diet enriched by trypt-
ophan in combination of vitamin B6 deficiency. XA is disappeared from the urine when vitamin B6 was is added in diet [58, 61, 66]. But aggravation B6 deficiency accompanied by decreasing activity of KAT that result increasing of elimination of XA by urine [32]. More later XA was discovered in the urine of rats, dogs, guinea pigs and human [52, 59, 67–71]. The high concentrations of XA discovered in urine of diabetic pa-
tients in middle and old age [72] as more high concentrations of kynurenic acid. Additional administration of Pyridoxine accompanied by decreasing of XA in urine but without complete normalization [72] especially in organism of old persons. XA is eliminated from organism by kidneys. The middle concentrations of XA in the urine of healthy persons in 24 h portion of urine are equalled 2.1–8.9 mg [61].

Deficiency of P-5-P in organism is result of deficiency of vitamin B6 in diet or related with disturb-
ances of synthesis of P-5-P from vitamin B6. Synthesis of XA is intensified by diet enriched by fat acids and casein. It is known 2 enzym systems which determined byosynthesis of P-5-P: pyridoxinphosphateoxygenase (PPO) and pyridoxinkynase (PK). Enriched of diet by fat acids result inhibition of activity of PPO in the liver [73] and may be administered by byosynthesis of vitamin B2, a co-enzym of PPO. It was showed that in neonatal period — first 3 days — derivatives of kynurenine metabolic ways are not discovered in the urine [74]. In period between 5th and 20th days minimal concentrations of XA are present in urine of babies contained on milk of mother [75, 76]. Addition of α-Tryptophan accompanied by increasing concentration of XA in the urine of babies taked off mother milk as in children in age 4–6 years. In elderly human in age 70 and more synthesis of kynurenic is active. Addition of 100 mg per 1 kg of α-tryptophan in diet accompanied by inten-
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sive elimination of XA with urine from organism of old men in age of 70 and more [77–79]. It is possible to normalize elimination of XA by administration of Pyridoxin [80]. Administration of Pyridoxin accompanied by normalization [21, 80–86] of concentration of xanturenic acid in the urine excluding patients with strong deficiency of vit. B6 [62, 83] due to reduction activity of kynureninaminotransferase. Administration of 100 mg per 1 kg of α-tryptophan in organism of pregnant women accompanied by abnormally high elimination of XA during all time of pregnancy as of kynurenic acid for 3–4 months [82]. It was showed deficiency of vit. B6 in diabetic patients with high concentration of xanturenic acid in the urine [87, 88]. Usually disturbances of tryptophan metabolism accompanied by forming of abundance of XA as of other abnormal products in result of deficiency of P-5-P in organism [47].
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Figure 4. Disturbances of Tryptophan metabolism

Y.Kotake and coll. in 1957 investigated processes of forming and elimination of XA from organism. He used various Na-salts of fat acids and tryptophan which were administrated intraperitoneally in organism of rats. The most large amount of XA was formed and eliminated (elimination — 10,49 mg of XA per 24 h) by
urine after using of mixture "tryptophan+oleic acid" and the most less effect — 1,6 mg per 24 h, after administration of tryptophan only. Effects of other mixtures: "tryptophan+acetic acid" — 5,37 mg of XA per 24 h, "tryptophan+propionic acid" — 8,79 mg of XA per 24 h, "tryptophan+oleic acid" — 9,87 mg of XA per 24 h, "tryptophan+valeric acid" — 9,64 mg of XA per 24 h, "tryptophan+palmityn acid" — 9,61 mg of XA per 24 h and "tryptophan+stearic acid" — 8,57 mg of XA per 24 h. On the base of its experiences Y.Kotake recommended to include in diet a followed products for stimulation of synthesis of XA: casein, salt mixture of McColumn, agar-agar, sugar, saturated oleum, yeast and starch. It was showed that biosynthesis of P-5-P is dependend of containing of fat or fat acids in diet. It was concluded: fats and fat acids stimulated decreasing activity of pyridoxaminotransferase in the liver of rats [73]. It was reported that stress stimulated acceleration accumulation of diabetogenic metabolits of tryptophan [88, 89].

Meanwhile injection of 10,0 mg of vitamin B6 in experimental conditions accompanied by decreasing of elimination of XA till 2,03 mg per 24 h [14] in compared with 8,42 mg per 24 h in control. Y.Kotake in 1968 established that fat acids stimulated inhibition of synthesis of P-5-P from the vitamin B6. As result — increasing of forming of XA. Intraperitoneal injection of 200 mg per 1 kg of endogene synthesized XA to mouse accompanied by developing of diabetes [89] and by temporary hyperglycemia in rabbits [90]. But injection of synthetic XA in dose of 200 mg per 1 kg not accompanied by diabetes after administration to dogs and to rabbits [33]. Combination of injection of synthetic XA and using of diet enriched by large amount of fat accompanied, in the contrary, by hyperglicemia and developing of histological changes in islets typical for diabetes [60, 91–94]. Meanwhile diabetes was not developed in conditions: injection of synthetic XA+diet free of vitamin B6 [95].

Using of diet «10 mg/kg tryptophan+deficiency of vitamin B2» accompanied by hyperglycemia and xanturenturia [53]. Same effect was obtained after using of diet «tryptophan+deficiency of vitamin B6». Using of diet enriched by fats by Y.Kotake accompanied in added by increasing of weight of animals on average from 140 g till 220–260 g and by developing of obesity [94]. The excretion of XA was equalled to 2–3 mg per 24 h [96]. Using of histology it was showed developing of evident changes in B-cells: degranulation of B-cells, vacuolisation of cytoplasm, destruction of cells, developing of dryopic degeneration and changes in the nuclei [29, 53, 54, 97–101]. Not only XA but kynurenic acid induced hyperglicemia. It is transformed in quinaldic acid. XA is metabolized in final product — 8-oxyquinaldic acid which possessed diabetogenic properties.

Theoretically this substance may be transformed in diabetogenic agent 8-oxyquinaldin but we have not found information about forming 8-oxyquinaldin in organism of animals or in human organism as result of disturbances of tryptophan metabolism. It is known that diabetogenic effect of 8-oxyquinaldin is not so intensive as effect of other derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin described above. XA as quinaldic acid and kynurenic acid possess insulin releasing activity [66, 102] and stimulated intensive insulin releasing from isolated pancreatic islets in the first 30 min after start of incubation. Later activity is decreased. The quinaldic acid inhibit completely 2nd phase of insulin releasing [103, 104] and is more active comparatively with 8-oxyquinaldic acid [105]. Incubation of insulin and XA accompanied by forming of stable complex XA-insulin separated on the Sephadex [96, 106]. It was showed by using fluorimetric method that 2 moles of XA are binded with 1 mole of insulin. Activity of this complex is as 49 % of activity of pure insulin.

Not only XA but kynurenic acid induced hyperglicemia too [107]. XA is transformed in quinaldic acid [113] and later is metabolized in final product — 8-oxyquinaldic acid [66] which possessed diabetogenic properties. Activity of native insulin [96, 108] is increased after administration of Zn-ions in incubation medium [106, 109, 110]. It was showed that Zn-ions force out molecule of insulin from the complex XA-insulin and formed new complex XA-Zn. Meanwhile the role of this chelat complex was not investigated.

E.Murakami reported [97, 111–116] that incubation of XA with insulin result forming of 2 sorts of complexes which were separated and purified: complex XA-insulin 1:1 and complex XA-insulin 1:1.5. Activity of both complexes is as 50 % of activity of native insulin only [66, 108]. He supposed that same complex may be formed in human organism. In the blood XA is easy binding with insulin and not transformed chemical structure of it. This complex is stable [96] and chemical connection is formed via atom of Zn and imidazol group of histydin in molecule of insulin [96, 98]. XA possess especial affinity to Zn-ions [114]. Addition of Zn-ions to the serum of blood contained complex XA-insulin stimulated restoration activity of insulin [115]. Not only deficiency of vitamin B6 induced active synthesis of XA in organism as of other abnormal metabolits of tryptophan. The biosynthesis of P-5-P in human organism is inhibited by some drugs for treating of patients with tuberculosis due to its ability to block both enzyme systems of P-5-P [48]. Treatment by Hydraside of Isonicotine acid accompanied by deficiency of P-5-P [116, 117] and as result by
xanturenuria. Isoniasid is antagonist of P-5-P [118] and of kynureninase [119]. Treatment by Isoniasid accompanied by xanturenuria and kynurenuria [76]. It was established in added that tuberculosis accompanied by deficiency of vitamin B6 in organism which stimulated aggravation of deficiency of P-5-P.

Other state — pregnancy — accompanied by xanturenuria too. Intensity of xanturenuria is decreased by administration of vitamin B6 [50]. Total amount of XA eliminated with urine from organism of patients with pregnancy aggravated by toxycosis and reached 190 mg per day in compared with 0.3–13 mg of XA per day in control group without pregnancy and toxycosis [50]. It is showed that frequency of diabetes is depended of number of pregnancy during woman's life: 2.7 % among women with 1 pregnancy, 5.2 % — 2 pregnancies, 7 % — 3 and more pregnancies [120]. Now are not cleared causes of xanturenuria in pregnancy. There are suppositions that pregnancy induced acceleration of desintegration of tryptophan by activation of tryptophan-oxygenase [21] but it is evidently that more high frequency of diabetes in patients with tuberculosis and pregnancy have relation with endogene synthesis of large amount of XA in organism.

Thus, noted above data about diabetogenic properties of XA are especially interested due to fact that in the contrary to many other diabetogenic chemicals, including all investigated previously diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin, XA only may be formed in organism of animals and human in result of simple disturbances of diet accompanied by deficiency of vitamin B6.

It is necessary to turn attention on 4 coincidences: 1. Xanturenuria is often discovered in the urine of diabetic patients. 2. Xanturenuria is often discovered in organism of old men. Meanwhile it is known that diabetes of 2nd type is developed more often among elderly persons. 3. Very often deficiency of vitamin B6 is discovered in the group of elderly and old men. 4. XA as chemical is belong to derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin which have in position 8 active group as all other diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin which diabetogenic properties were investigated previously. 5. Extraction of active group from position 8 of molecule of XA accompanied by complete disappearing of its diabetogenic properties as of some other diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin. Returning back of this group in position 8 accompanied by restoration of diabetogenic properties of XA. 6. Contrary to all other 18 diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin XA is formed in human organism.

4. On the mechanisms of diabetogenic action of tryptophan’s metabolits

More than 40 years ago Y.Kotake was fixed attention on fact that chemical structure of XA is very similar with structures of other diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin. He supposed that its diabetogenic properties determined by the presence of active OH-group in position 8 of quinolin ring [121, 122]. In 1957 Y.Kotake and M.Kato were confirmed fact that XA may to induce diabetes only in case if in position 8 is fixed OH-group. Extraction of this group from molecule accompanied by complete disappearing of diabetogenic properties of XA [29, 122].

G.Weitzel and coll. and S.Ikeda and coll. [33, 114] confirmed that XA formed with Zn-ions complex 1:1 and atom of Zn is fixed between hydroxyl and carboxyl groups of quinolin ring. As it is known this sort of complex of 8-oxyquinolin derivatives (1:1) is most toxic for cells. E.Murakami and Y.Kotake were investigated interaction between insulin and XA. They confirmed that xanturenic acid in vitro formed complex XA-insulin [112]. On the base of obtained data Kotake Y. and Ueda T. were proposed a followed point of view on the understanding of mechanisms of diabetogenic action of XA [108, 112, 115] (Fig. 5, left part).

Meanwhile authors in passing showed that after dissociation of complex XA-insulin, xanturenic acid again formed new complex with Zn-ions as XA-Zn. But it was make not attention to this fact and this chelat-complex was not investigated. However, more later it was showed in vitro that XA binded Zn-ions in B-cells [123–131] and that presence of this complex in cytoplasm of B-cells within short time result alteration and destruction of cells [132–139].

Deficiency of vitamin B6 stimulated forming not only of XA but additionally kynurenic acid and quinaldic acid. These acids stimulated releasing of insulin from the isolated islets [102–104]. On the other side these metabolits are inhibite forming of B-granules [104] in result of blocking of Zn-ions in cells. 8-oxyquinaldic acid inhibited in added synthesis of proinsulin [122]. More over XA inhibit synthesis of insulin by binding of insulin with Zn-ions [124].

As result of disturbances of Tryptophan metabolism the 8-oxyquinaldin may be accumulated. Meanwhile 8-oxyquinaldin, a derivative of 8-oxyquinolin, is diabetogenic substance which are able to induce hyperglycemia and degenerative changes in B-cells [33]. However XA is eliminated from the organism with
urine and now there are not reported facts that XA is transformed in 8-oxyquinaldin in organism. Nevertheless, we cannot to exclude this possibility.

Figure 5. Mechanisms of Diabetogenic Action of Xanturenic Acid

Diabetes induced by derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin may be prevented in experimental conditions by preliminary preventive binding of Zn-ions in B-cells by not diabetogenic chelat active substances as Dietyldithiocarbamate of sodium which are able to protect B-cells in 95–100 % animals for 24 h [48] of destruction. The other, 2nd way: preventive almost complete elimination of Zn-ions from B-cells before administration of diabetogenic chelat active chemicals. And 3rd way: preventive concurrent interception of diabetogenic chelator in nutria media by Zn-ions delivered in solution outside as ZnSO4. But this way is valid for experimental defence of B-cells of isolated pancreatic islets. The advantage of this method: reaction passed not into cytoplasm of B-cells, but outside of cells.

These methods protection of B-cells which we have used in process of investigation of mechanisms of developing of diabetes induced by chelat active chemicals, not have perspective of practical using because it is not possible and not expediently to keep Zn-ions in B-cells permanently connected with not diabetogenic substances or to eliminate permanently Zn-ions from the cytoplasm of B-cells and to keep cells free of Zn-ions permanently.

Thus, despite of fact that by aid of both methods it is possible to prevent developing of experimental diabetes in 95–100 %, these methods are not suitable for prevention developing of XA-diabetes on aspect of human diabetes.

However it is known that synthesis of XA in organism may be prevented by administration of vitamin B6. This way of prevention of xanturenic diabetes is, as we think, more perspective. Besides this method not need additional investigations and scientific reasons concerning elaboration related with practical using of vitamin B6.

Injection of other diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin result 2–3 days later developing of heavy diabetes 1 type. Diabetes induced by XA in the contrary look like diabetes of 2 type. It is explained probably
by a followed circumstances. Other diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin were used as one injection of 100% diabetogenic doses of substance. More less amount of XA is formed in organism more slowly day by day permanently in result of changes of diet or changes of tryptophan metabolism especially in old organism.

Interest to diabetes induced by XA is increased due to followed factors: 1. XA in the contrary to other diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin is formed in human organism as result of simple changes of diet. 2. A large amount of XA is discovered in the urine not only of diabetic patients in middle or old age, but in the urine of persons in same age without diagnosis of diabetes. 3. Deficiency of vitamin B6 is discovered in organism of old persons with registrated diagnosis of diabetes or without it.

Previous our investigations of mechanismes of diabetogenic action of derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin, which cannot be synthezed in organism or to come into organism outside, have theoretical significance only. However data obtained during these experiences let us to understand more profoundly mechanisms of diabetogenic action of XA. XA due to noted above data make us to call our attention on this substance which may to have some significance in pathogenesis of human diabetes.

On the base of data obtained by other investigators and by us I propose a followed point of view on the mechanisms of diabetes induced by XA (Fig. 5).

Thus, noted above data showed a potential role of diabetogenic metabolits of tryptophan in pathogenesis of human diabetes. From the presented data it is possible to conclude that main role among a few metabolits — XA, kynurenene acid, oxyquinaldic acid, 8-oxyquinaldic acid and 8-oxyquinolin — are belong to XA. Kynurenene acid and oxyquinaldic acid not contained, in the contrary to XA, in position 8 of quinolin ring of active chemical group and not induced diabetes. Both these chemicals activate insulin releasing from B-cells.

Thus, now it is possible to suppose that main role is belong to XA as to diabetogenic chemical. Other metabolits are able to aggravate diabetes induced by XA.

5. On the possible ways for prevention developing of diabetes caused by chelators

What is minimal period of the presence of chelat complexes in B-cells for to induce diabetes? As it was showed previously this period is 15–20 min. For to confirm this fact the experiences with non diabetogenic chelator-Na salt of Diethylthiocarbamic acid (NaDDC) were conducted. NaDDC have more high affinity to Zn-ions and able to displace Dithizon from chelat complex Zn-DZ as of derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin from its chelats with Zn-ions. Analogical properties possess Dimethylthiocarbamic acid and its derivatives. EDTA as chelator possess more high affinity to Zn and constant of stability of its chelats with Zn is 13.1 meanwhile with ions of Mg$^{2+}$, Ca$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ correspondly 5.4, 7.3, and 10.9 [15]. It was showed that EDTA prevent diabetogenic action of streptosotozin by binding of Zn ions [131]. More detail investigation of processes of interaction of Zn-ions contained in B-cells with NaDDC showed that injection of 250 mg/kg of NaDDC result binding of part amount of Zn-ions inlocated in cytoplasm of B-cells, and of 500 and 1000 mg/kg — a complete binding of all amount of Zn-ions. Dissociation of complex is passed more slowly: 10–12 h past injection dissociated less part of complex and 24–48 h past injection — all amount of Zn-ions are free [34, 35, 49]. Injection of NaDDC 5 min — 6 h before diabetogenic chelator result complete prevention of diabetes in 100% of animals for 8–10 h. Injection of DZ within this period not accompanied by formation of red stained granules of Zn-DZ complex in cytoplasm of B-cells and diabetes is not developed [41, 48]. Injection of NaDDC 15 min past injection of DZ accompanied by complete displacing of DZ from complex Zn-DZ and by formation of not diabetogenic complex Zn-NaDDC but diabetes developed in 95–96% of animals and was prevented in 5% of animals only. Injection of NaDDC 5 min past DZ accompanied also by complete displacing of DZ from complex Zn-DZ but diabetes was prevented completely in 95% of animals and was developed in 5% of animals only (49). Injection of NaDDC 2 h past injection of DZ accompanied by developing of diabetes in 100% of animals [48]. Thus, by these experiences it was confirmed that the presence of toxic chelat complexes of DZ and diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin in B-cells within first 15 min after its forming result not visible for the first a few hours incorrigible destructive changes in B-cells. Formed more later degenerative histological changes in islets is result of action of chelators in the first 15 min.

The aminoacids Cystein and Glutathion formed not toxic chelats with atoms of heavy metals due to sulfhydryl radicals which have high affinity to ions of Zn$^{2+}$, Pb$^{2+}$, Cd$^{2+}$ and Hg$^{2+}$. It is suggested that by these radicals aminoacids formed not toxic chelats with Zn-ions. The constant of stability of complex Zn-Cystein is very high — 17.1–18.2 [48].
Aminoacid Hystidin formed with Zn-ions high stable complex 2:1 which logarithm is 12. Contrary to other aminoacids chelat activity of Hystidin is determined by the presence in molecule of the imidazol ring [21].

Injection of Cystein 1000 mg/kg prevent formation in B-cells of toxic chelat Zn-DZ an completely protect of diabetes all animals within 6 h; 12 h past injection diabetes was prevented in 6 animals from 8 and 24 h past injection of Cystein — in 2 animals from 4. Cystein protect B-cells of destruction caused by diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin. Aminoacid Serin, which contained hydroxyl radical in molecule instead of sulphydryl radical in molecule of Cystein, not possess diabetogenic properties.

Diabetes is prevented by Restored Gluthation. Preventive injection of it protect B-cells of destruction and of developing of diabetes in all animals: normoglycemia and B-cells — without changes. Oxydation of Restored Gluthation result: two molecules of Restored Gluthation formed one molecule with forming of disulfide connection. Injection to animals of 1000 mg/kg of the Gluthation — oxyd not accompanied by prevention of diabetes in all experimental animals.

Thus, inactivation or change of Sulphydryl radicals in molecules of Cystein and Gluthation result complete disappearing of diabetogenic properties of these both substances [28]. Injection to animals of 1000 mg/kg of the Hystidin Hydrochloride (HH) result complete prevention of diabetes past injection of Dithizon followed 5 min past injection of HH and — in half of total number of animals injected of Dithizon 0,5–1 h past injection of HH [28].

Prevention of binding of Zn-ions in pancreatic islets by diabetogenic chelators may be realized by other way — preliminary complete elimination off B-cells zinc-insulin complex by derivatives of Sulphonurea [31]. Injection of Dithizon or derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin past maximal complete elimination of Zn-ions from B-cells not result forming of toxic copmlexes «Zn-chelator» in cytoplasm of B-cells and diabetes not developed in 100 % of animals. This method of prevention of diabetes is effective and suitable in cases when administration of diabetogenic dose of chelator is expected. In opposite, this method it is not suitable when low doses of diabetogenic chelators are formed in organism during long period.

Dehydroascorbic Acid (DA) which is formed in organism as result of metabolisation of Ascorbic Acid, possess diabetogenic properties and result of direct alterative effect on B-cells [120]. Concentration of DA in organism of diabetic patients is evidently increased in opposite to decreasing concentration of Ascorbic Acid [123].

It is known that Streptozotocin possess chelat properties and have high affinity to Zn-ions. Alterative action of Streptozotocyn may be prevented or reduced by preventive action of EDTA [137].

Investigation of diabetogenic properties of Dithizon and derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin have theoretical significance because these chemicals are not formed in human and really not delivered in human organism outside. In added, peroral administration of its is not effective because they are not soluble and not absorbed in intestinum. Parenteral injection of diabetogenic chelators result developing of diabetes only. Meanwhile solutions of all these chelators are not stable and only injection of the fresh prepared solutions (ex tempore) result diabetogenic effect.

Among 18 diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin the Xanturenic Acid (XA) only is formed in elderly humans. It is known that XA is accumulated in organism of old human as result of disturbances of Tryptophan metabolism. Low doses of the XA accumulated in human gradually. May be that is why diabetes caused by XA developed gradually as type 2 contrary to type 1 diabetes caused by injection of diabetogenic doses of other chelators. Mechanisms of diabetogenic activity of chelat active chemicals and way of prevention development of diabetes caused by them were studied by us before [140–194].

The most perspective way for prevention of diabetes caused by XA is, of course, prevention of endogene synthesis of XA in human in disturbances of Tryptophan metabolism.

Last decades the number of diabetogenic chelators human have contacts is very increased. As example, Tetracycline hydrochloride is active chelator which have high affinity to Zn-ions and formed with it complex 1:1 and 2:1 with high constant of stability as 9,0 [21]. Direct action on B-cells of high doses of tetracycline result hyperplasia and degeneration of cells. Isoniazid, a drug for treatment of tuberculosis, formed pentagonal stable chelats with Zn-ions. May be more high frequency of diabetes among patients treated by Isoniazid determined by this fact? This interest is increased taking into consideration fact that in this case concentration of the Xanturenic acid in urine is high because Isoniazid in antagonist of Pyridoxal-5-Phosphate [63].

Diuretics as derivatives of Benzothiodiazine possess chelating properties and treatment during long time accompanied by developing of diabetes sometimes. Treatment by Chlorthiazid accompanied by hyperglycemia and glucosuria.
It is known that chelators which formed with Zn-ions tetragonal or pentagonal rings possess diabetogenic properties. Chelators contained in molecule as least 4 or 5 double chemical connections possess diabetogenic properties also in opposite to chelators contained 1–2 or not contained its which not possess analogical properties. As example — derivatives of Diethyldithiocarbamic Acid of Dimethyldithiocarbamic acid, aminoacids Cystein, Gluthation and Hystidin. Complexes formed by noted above protectors not contained in molecule tetragonal or pentagonal rings and not contained or contained minimal number (1–2) of double connections. Administration of large amount of these chelators not result destruction of B-cells and protect, in opposite, B-cells of destruction caused by diabetogenic chelators.

Noted above data put us to look on these chemicals as on one possible factor in ethiology of human diabetes. The significance of this possibility is increased taking consideration fact that human pancreas contained a large amount of Zn-ions possess to form chelat complexes with diabetogenic chelators.

On the base of presented above our experimental data as data obtained by other investigators we propose a followed point of view on the role of Zn\(^2\)-ions in the pathogenesis of diabetes mellitus caused by diabetogenic derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin as followed main steps:

1. Diabetes induced by chelators is determined by formation in cytoplasm of B-cells of the chelat complexes «Zn-chelator» only and developed as IDDM. Any mechanisms prevention synthesis of this chelat-complexes in cytoplasm of B-cells protect completely cells of destruction and of developing of diabetes.

2. Destruction of B-cells caused by direct action of chelat complexes on histocostruction of B-cells — is main mechanism of developing of these models of diabetes. Inevitable destructive changes in cytoplasm of B-cells developed within first 15–20 min past forming of chelats in cells. Changes developed within first 4–5 min are not significant and displacing of chelator from complex «Zn-chelator» by not diabetogenic chelators that result prevention of destruction of B-cells and developing of diabetes. Incurable histological changes in B-cells developed a few days later, are as result of noted above changes developed within first 15–20 min. past formation of toxic chelat complexes in B-cells.

3. Diabetes induced by chelators may be prevented by prevention formation of complexes «Zn-chelator» by 4 ways: a) preliminary complete elimination of Zn-ions off cytoplasm of B-cells; b) by preliminary binding of Zn-ions in B-cells by not diabetogenic chelators have more high affinity to Zn-ions comparatively with diabetogenic chelators; 3) by concurrent interception of chelator in liquid media by Zn-ions delivered outside with Zn-contained salts; 4) by prevention of the synthesis in organism (including human) of diabetogenic chelators.

4. Inhibition of endogene synthesis in cytoplasm of B-cells of diabetogenic metabolits of tryptopan using of Pyridoxine is most preferable and perspective way for prevention developing of diabetes in animals and Human.

Next years be investigated possibilities for prevention developing of diabetes caused by 4,8-dihydroxyquinolin-2-carboxylic acid (XA) by partial or almost complete inhibition of endogenous synthesis in animals and human of the XA, a product of abnormal tryptophan metabolism.
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8-Oxihinolinin diabetogene eksonimerleri (eser etiiniin mekanizmileri, elde olardyn eserinen turxandatyn diabet damuynyn aldy alu jozdarly)

Кый эрамет дамунын себептеринин бирине ыәккәбездин В-кәсүшепаларынын захватданы мен ыдырауы жатады. Авторлар 8-оксихинол түнкитыларынын асир ету механизмдерин зерттеген, онын ишінде заттектердің алмасуы бузылган кезде адам ағазасына анықтатынын әңірі де бар. Ауру дамуын алынын бирнеше жолдары зерттелген. Адам ағазасына анықтатынын 8-оксихинолнын түнкитылары түнкитатынын диabet дамуынның алының жолина орнынды жасауы жөнінде мүмкіндігі көрсетилген.

Г.Г. Мейрамов, К.-Д. Конерт, И.Г. Акмаев, А.Г. Мейрамова

Диабетогенные производные 8-оксихинолина (механизмы действия и пути предотвращения развития диабета, вызываемого ими)

Одна из причин развития сахарного диабета — повреждение и разрушение В-клеток поджелудочной железы химическими веществами. Авторами изучены характер и механизмы действия некоторых из них, включая и те, что синтезируются в организме человека при нарушенных обмен веществ. Исследовано несколько способов предотвращения развития заболевания, вызываемого ими. Показано, что наиболее приемлемым способом предотвращения развития диабета производными 8-оксихинолина является возможность подавления их эндогенного синтеза в организме.
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